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It is proved that the solution to exterior Neumann boundary value problem can 
be obtained as the limit of the solutions of some problems in the whole space. 
1 
Consider the following problem: 
(V’ + k*)u =f in f2, ul,=O, 
where f2 = R3\D. D is bounded domain with a smooth boundary r, 
fE C,(Q), k > 0. In [l] we proved the following: 
THEOREM 1. Consider the problem 
V=N in D 
N = const. > 0. 
=0 in Q, 
Then us-+ u as N + +CO and u is the solution of (1). Convergence is 
understood in the norm ofL’(f2; (1 + IxI)-(‘+‘)), E > 0. 
For convenience of the reader we give a short proof in Appendix 2. The 
proof differs from the proof given later by Lax and Phillips [4]. The purpose 
of this paper is to prove similar theorem for the Neumann boundary value 
problems (bvp). 
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2 
Consider the bvp 
(V’ + k2)U = -f in R, (V2+k2)u=0 in D, (3) 
au+ 
yu+=u-,hF= 
where + (-) denote the limits from inside (outside) of D, n denotes the 
outward pointing unit normal to r, y, h are positive constants. 
LEMMA 1. Problem (3)-(4) has at most one solution. 
Proof. We prove that if f = 0 then Problem (3)-(4) has only a trivial 
solution. To this end we consider Green’s identities 
(5) 
e iklx-?I 
xED. g= 
47cI.K-J1. (6) 
Passing to the limit x+ t E r in (5) and (6) and using the known jump 
relations for potentials one obtains the relations 
u++A*u+=2/‘gu;ds=ZQu;, 
-r 
A*f = 2 (_ f(t)g,(s, t) dt, (7) 
-r 
U- -A*u-=-~. gu,ds=-2Qu;. 
I (8) 
-I- 
Applying to (7) the boundary conditions (4) one gets: 
(I+A*)u- = 2yh - ‘Qu,, (I-A*) u- = -2Qu,. (9) 
From (9) it follows that 
(10) 
If h +O and y+ co the number (yh-’ - l)/(yhK’ + I)- 1. The problem 
u- =A*u- has only a trivial solution if -k2 is not an eigenvalue of the 
Dirichlet Laplacian in D. Since A* is compact any number sufficiently close 
to 1 is not its eigenvalue and from (10) it follows that u- = 0. Hence u+ = 0 
and u E 0. If -k2 is the eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian in D then we 
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can use the same arguments but instead of the Green function for the whole 
space we take the Green function of the Helmholtz operator for the exterior 
of a small ball K, c D. This ball we choose so that the Dirichlet Laplacian 
in D\K, has no eigenvalue -k’. This is of course possible. This is only one 
of the possibilities to get rid of the formal difftculty caused by the spectrum 
of the inner problem. 
LEMMA 2. Problem (3)-(4) has a solution for all sufficiently small h and 
large y. 
Proof. We look for a solution of the form 
u = 1’ g(x, y)fdy + I‘ g(x, s)a ds + 1’ g,,(x. s),u(s) ds. (1 1 ) 
-52 .r -r 
Substituting (11) in (4) leads to a system of linear integral equations for (J 
and p. The corresponding homogeneous system is 
~- I’- 1 
-(A*p+Qa)=O, 
y + 1 
(12) 
h-l 
o+h+Au+sp)=O, 
where 
A *P = 2 1. gn,(S, t),@) dt. 
-r 
Aa = 2 1. g,,(s, t)dt) dt, 
-r 
(13) 
Qu = 2 1. g(s, t) u(t) dt, 
-I- 
Sp=$ZJ. g,l(x,t)p(t)dt . 
5 r d I 
The operator (I-A)-’ is bounded in L’(f). Hence for all sufficiently small 
h the operator (I + bA)-’ is bounded, b = (h - l)/(h + 1). From ( 12) one 
gets 
~-7-l -A*,+$ 
y + 1 
Q(I+bA)-‘Sp=O. (12’) 
The operators A*. A, Q are compact in L’(T) if r is smooth, and S maps H, 
onto H,, H, = w(r). System (12) has only a trivial solution if -k’ is not 
an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian in D. Indeed system (12) 
corresponds to the function (11) with f= 0, i.e., to the solution of the 
homogeneous problem (3)-(4). By Lemma 1. u = 0 in Q and in D. This is 
impossible unless P = u = 0 because potentials of the single and double 
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layers have different jump properties when x crosses r. Since Eq. (12) is of 
Fredholm type (see Appendix) the corresponding nonhomogeneous equation 
has a solution and the solution is unique. Hence problem (3)-(4) is uniquely 
solvable. 
THEOREM 2. Problem (3)-(4) has a unique solution which has a limit as 
h + +O for all sufJiciently large y > 0. This limit is the solution of the 
exterior Neumann problem for the Helmholtz equation in R. If y + -i-co the 
limit in D is zero. For a fixed large y > 0 the limit in D is the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation in D with the boundary value 
data )l-‘u-, where u- is the boundary value of the solution of the exterior 
Neumann problem. 
Proof. If we look for a solution of problem (3)-(4) of the form (11) then 
we obtain the following system of integral equations for p and a: 
&-I 
-&Qo+A*d=+,, F, = 2 1. g(s, y)f ( y) dy, 
-0 
h-l 
o+~(Ao+S~)=-~F~, ;, . F*=dFI 
(14) 
Ifh-Othen(h-I)/(h+l) + -1. We assume as above that -k’ is not an 
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian in D. In this case the matrix operator 
on H=Hx H. H=L’(T) 
I- y-l Y-l -/I*, -- 
Y+l Y+l 
Q 
B, = 
S, I+ 
h-l 
-A 
h+l 
depends continuously in the uniform operator topology on h as h j -i-O and 
has a bounded inverse for h = 0 by Lemmas 1, 2. In this case Bh ’ = (Bh - 
B, + B,)-’ = B; ‘(I + (B,, - B,) B-l)-’ +hdO B;’ in the uniform operator 
topology. This means that ,u and CJ depends continuously on h as h --* t0 and 
one can pass to the limit h + +O in (14), in (11) and in (4). As a result we 
obtain Theorem 2. 
APPENDIX 1 
Here we explain why the operator S defined by formula (13) maps H, 
onto H, and why Eq. (12’) is of Fredholm type. We assume as above 
without any loss of generality that -k2 is neither an eigenvalue of the 
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Dirichlet Laplacian in D nor an eigenvalue of the Neumann Laplacian in D. 
so that the operators I -A and I + A* are invertible. We also assume that 
either y - 1 is small or y is large. Let W(B) = jr,~(t) g,,(x, t) df, u(v) = 
J’, v(t) g(x, I) dt. Let w; =J(s), s E r. It is known [2], that ul;; exists 
provided that r is smooth and ,u E C,+,(r) = C, +n, a > 0, and in this case 
fE C,. Indeed, r+- = (,u + A*,u)/~ E C, +a. From this and the Schauder 
estimate it follows that w E C, +4, w; E C,. So first we assume that ,D is 
smooth and therefore f is smooth. Given f(s) let us find U(V) from the 
condition U;(V) =f. Since the exterior Neumann problem can be uniquely 
solved by a potential of a single layer, we find the solution U(V), v = 
-2(Z-A)-‘J We have w- = ;(A* + 1)~. From the uniqueness theorem for 
the solution of the exterior Neumann problem one gets w(x) = u(x), x E R. 
Thus u’~ = u -. i.e., ,U + A*,u = Qv. Hence v = Q -‘(I + A*)p. The operator 
Q is a pseudo-differential elliptic operator of order -1 and Ker Q = (0) on 
L*(T) = H, (3). This means that Q: H, + H,, H, is the Sobolev space 
q(Z), and Ran Q = H,. Finally f = IVY, = - i(Z - A)v = - f(z- A) 
QP ‘(I + A*)p = S,u. The operators Z -A and Z + A* have bounded inverses 
on H, the operator S is invertible and maps H, onto H, _, . Therefore the 
operator Q(Z + bA)-‘S in (12’) is bounded on H, and in particular on H,, . 
Suppose that we have proved that T = z + (y - l)/(y + 1) Q(Z + bA)- ‘S 
maps H, onto H,. This means that Eq. (12’) is of Fredholm type. Our 
assumption about smoothness of p can be removed. Indeed if p E H,, 
P,,,-+“~,u, and pmEC,+,, then Q(Z+bA)-‘S,U,+“~Q(Z+~A)-‘S,U. It 
remains to prove that T maps H,, onto H,. We have 
h-l 2h 
b= ---E-l + 
h+l 
-=-l+&, 
h+l - 
+$Q(z+bA)-‘(I-A)Q-1(I+A*) 
=- 2;;,;11) Q(Z-A+&A)-‘(Z-A)Q-‘(z+A*) 
=- 2&i11J Q(~+EB)Q-I(z+A*) 
=- 2;y;11) (Z+cC)(Z+A*), 
where C is a bounded operator on H,. Therefore the proof will be complete 
if we show that Ran(Z - ((y - 1)/2(y + l))(Z + A*)) = H,, i.e.. Ran(Z - 
(y - l)/(y + 3) A*) = H,,. This will be true if (y - l)/(y + 3) is not a charac- 
teristic value of A*. For example, this will be true if y - 1 is sufficiently 
small, or y is sufficiently large. 
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APPENDIX 2: PROOFOFTHEOREM 1 
Suppose for a moment that 
and show that 
(d+k2)u=Oinf21x ‘G- 
( 
iku -+ 0 ) as [xl-+ co, (17) 
where d c f2 is an arbitrary inner subdomain of R. We prove (15) later. 
From (2) it follows that 
I’ IVu,~*dx+N~’ Iu.Jdx 
-D, -D 
=k* (_ 
-D 
Iu,fdx-j; &dx-~~~&~ds. 
R 
where &,/8n is the normal derivative, D, = (x; 1x1 <R}. From (15) and (2) 
it follows that 
Il~~llLw, G Wh &QcD,. (19) 
By C(R) we denote various constants which do not depend on N, and by n’ 
we denote various compact inner subdomains of R. It is well known [5 ] that 
II UII wp,, G w, 9 f32) IWllLM,P a, css,. (20) 
The sign c denotes the proper inclusion. If aD, c fi and u E W:@) then by 
the Sobolev embedding theorem the embedding operator 
i: W;(d)- Wi(aD,) is compact. (21) 
From this, (19), (20) and (18) it follows that 
I’ I&l ‘dx+N. 
. DR !I I 
D u,v ’ dx< C(R). 
Thus 
UN - 0 as N-++co, 
L*(D) 
(22) 
(23) 
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and by embedding theorem a subsequence of u,~ converges in L’(D,) to a 
limit u(x). This subsequence we denote also by u,v-. Since the limit is unique 
(this will be shown below) the whole sequence U, converges to u, u = 0 in D. 
Since u = 0 in D inequality (22) and the continuity of .the embedding 
operator i,: W:(D,) -+ L*(T) imply that 1,. 1~1’ ds = 0, i.e., ulr = 0. Thus (16) 
is proved. To prove (17) we can pass to the limit in the equation: Au,. = 
-k2+. Indeed, u,,+~?,~) U, Au,~+~~~~~, -k’u. From this and (20) we 
conclude that u,. -+w:,~, u as N+ +w and Au,,+,~~,~, Au as N+ co. To 
prove that u satisfies the radiation condition (17) one can use the integral 
representation for uy: 
u,Jx) = - [ ,g/-dy + 1. 
. II, . rR 
(z+ 2 - g 2) ds. 
x E R, = (x: Ix/ > RI, (24) 
where 
g(x. y, k) = 
exp(ik /s ->‘I) 
47rlx-JI . 
This representation is valid since u,~ satisfies the radiation condition by 
. . 
deftmtton. Smce u,~, -+cc.;C~J u the embedding theorem (21) allows one to pass 
to the limit in (24). The result shows that u(x) satisfies the radiation 
condition and 
II~!v-4 -ll~N-~IIL~~IP~,,L+,+,,-~-~,~~ as N-ao. (25) 
The uniqueness of u holds because of the uniqueness of the solution of the 
exterior Dirichlet boundary problem (1). To complete the proof of 
Theorem 1 it remains to prove (15). Suppose that 
II Kvll + 00 as N+co. (26) 
Then the functions ~1, = u,J u,vII satisfy (2) withfreplaced byf,. =flll u.~I/ + 0 
as N + co. The above arguments show that I/t’, - u/I+ 0 N + too. where 
z’ = 0 in D and L’ is the solution of the problem 
(A+k2)t’=OinR, 1x1 (& - ikc) I.~,-,~ + 0. 
Thus L’ = 0 and 11 u,%,lI + 0 as N + co. This is a contradiction since I/~‘,vl/ = 1. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
Remark. This proof can be used without alterations for the case of 
general elliptic operator fu = -iiiaij?iu + q(x)u (instead of I = -A) if 
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ajj E C”. uji = aij(x) are real valued, the matrix aij is uniformly positive 
definite, Iq(x)i ,< C( 1 + Iv~l)-‘-c, uij(x) = S, for 1x1 > R. The case when 
IGajil + luij - 6,/ < C(1 + Ix~)~‘-’ can also be handled. 
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